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kawasaki ke 100 technical specifications ultimate specs - kawasaki ke 100 specs stock tire sizes are 2 75 19 on the
front and 3 00 18 on the rear as for stopping power the kawasaki ke 100 braking system includes expanding brake size at
the front and expanding brake size at the rear, kawasaki ke100 1974 1998 review speed specs prices - ride quality
brakes 3 out of 5 the kawasaki ke100 s disc valve two stroke single was considered lively back in the mid 1970s but
nowadays it s just an average performer although the low weight of the kawasaki ke100 just 95kgs wet means acceleration
is reasonably perky the kawasaki ke100 gets vibey above 50mph and a bit noisy too, kawasaki ke100a history specs
pictures cyclechaos - the kawasaki ke100a was a dual purpose motorcycle manufactured by kawasaki from 1976 to 1981
it was alpha numerical replacement for the kawasaki g5 major changes over the g5 were color marking speedometer
position grips and seat the ke also had brighter head and tail lights it could reach a top speed of 62 mph 100 km h, 2001
kawasaki ke100 dirt bike guide reviews photos - 2001 kawasaki ke100 photos specs and reviews this bike is great to
ride to school and to have certain companies on the back if you know what i mean, 2001 kawasaki ke100 total motorcycle
- the best of both worlds the ke100 is one of the most enduring and best selling models offered from kawasaki its rugged
two stroke engine is perfect for simple around town transportation or doing a little off highway adventuring, kawasaki ke100
adventure rider - a dealership has a 99 ke100 for 1195 and i was wondering if this was a good price and if anyone had
some experience with this bike before someone asks i would probably use the bike for commuting to work less than 5 miles
no highway exploring dirt roads and just getting back into riding a motorcycle after 15 years, kawasaki ke 100 motorcycles
for sale smartcycleguide com - 2001 kawasaki ke 100 original kawasaki ke100 in great running condition always garage
kept with clean title in hand all original parts never ridden hard 1 100 00, kawasaki ke175 ke 175 service specifications
manual - dimensions overall length overall width overall height wheelbase road clearance dry weight fuel tank capacity oil
tank capacity 2 160 mm 880mm 1 135mm 1 360 mm 1 365 mm 245 mm 215 mm 104 kg 106 kg, 1975 kawasaki ke 100
specifications and pictures - 1975 kawasaki ke 100 specifications pictures reviews and rating 1975 kawasaki ke 100
picture credits jamie spencer submit more pictures 1975 kawasaki ke 100 discuss this bike rate this motorbike this bike s
rating write a review sell this motorcycle such bikes for sale tip a friend list related bikes, 2000 kawasaki ke100 dirt bike
guide reviews photos - 2000 kawasaki ke100 photos specs and reviews pretty good power on bottom end on top end its
all right but needs more power myfriend has a 1987 yz 80 bored over to 120 and in 2nd and 3rd gear it would keep up with it
but in 4th and 5th i would be at his back tire that was because his had a powerband and mine didnt overall it is good though,
kawasaki ke100 dual sport riderforums com - kawasaki ke100 dual sport this is a discussion on kawasaki ke100 dual
sport within the other bikes forums part of the general forums category anyone know where i could find some specs and
other information for this bike looking for power performance numbers etc also what its comfortable cruising speed, in the
wild last of the two stroke street bikes bestride - lyndon johnson photo no that somebody is not me unfortunately the
ke100 was one of the last traditional motorcycles that is to say not a scooter to feature a two stroke powerplant here in
america it was available at kawasaki dealerships for an impressive 25 year run from 1976 to 2001
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